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Chapter 2

A General Algorithm for Computing
Distance Transforms in Linear Time

Abstract

A general algorithm for computing distance transforms of digital images is presented. The
algorithm consists of two phases. Both phases consist of two scans, a forward and a back-
ward scan. The first phase scans the image column-wise, while the second phase scans the
image row-wise. Since the computation per row (column) is independent of the computation
of other rows (columns), the algorithm can be easily parallelized on shared memory com-
puters. The algorithm can be used for the computation of the exact Euclidean, Manhattan
(L1 norm), and chessboard distance (L∞ norm) transforms.

2.1 Introduction

Distance transforms play an important role in many morphological image processing applica-
tions. They have been extensively studied and used in computational geometry, image pro-
cessing, computer graphics and pattern recognition, e.g., [17, 18, 25, 81]. The two-dimensional
distance transform can be described as follows. LetB be a set of grid points taken from a rect-
angular grid of sizem×n. The problem is to assign to every grid point(x,y) the distance to the
nearest point inB. If we use the Euclidean metric for computing distances, and representB by a
boolean arrayb[·, ·], we thus want to compute the two dimensional arraydt[x,y] =

√
EDT(x,y),

where

EDT(x,y) = MIN(i, j : 0≤ i < m∧0≤ j < n∧b[i, j] : (x− i)2 +(y− j)2).

Here we use the notationMIN(k : P(k) : f (k)) for the minimal value off (k) wherek ranges over
all values that satisfyP(k).

Since the exact Euclidean distance transform is often regarded as too computationally inten-
sive, several algorithms have been proposed that use some mask which is swept over the image in
two scans, to compute approximations like the Manhattan (city-block) distance, the chessboard
distance, or chamfer distances (see [17,18,25,81]). The time complexity is linear in the number
of pixels of the image (i.e.O(m×n)), but it does not yield the exact Euclidean distance, which
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is required for some applications. Another drawback of these algorithms is that they are hard to
parallelize for execution on parallel computers since previously computed results are propagated
during the computation, making the process highly sequential. A recursive algorithm of order
mnlogm for the exactEDT is given in [45]. In [75] a recursive algorithm of ordermn for the
exactEDT is given by reducing the problem to a matrix search algorithm.

In this chapter, which is based upon [54], we present an algorithm that also computes distance
transforms in linear time, is simpler and more efficient than [75], and is easy to parallelize. It
can compute the Euclidean (EDT), the Manhattan (MDT), and the chessboard distance (CDT)
transform, defined by

EDT(x,y) = MIN(i, j : 0≤ i < m∧0≤ j < n∧b[i, j] : (x− i)2 +(y− j)2),
MDT(x,y) = MIN(i, j : 0≤ i < m∧0≤ j < n∧b[i, j] : |x− i|+ |y− j|),
CDT(x,y) = MIN(i, j : 0≤ i < m∧0≤ j < n∧b[i, j] : |x− i|max |y− j|).

If we define the minimum of the empty set to be∞, and use the rulez+∞ = ∞ for all z, we find
with some calculation

EDT(x,y) = MIN(i : 0≤ i < m : (x− i)2 +G(i,y)2),
MDT(x,y) = MIN(i : 0≤ i < m : |x− i|+G(i,y)),
CDT(x,y) = MIN(i : 0≤ i < m : |x− i|max G(i,y)),

whereG(i,y) = MIN( j : 0≤ j < n∧ b[i, j] : |y− j|).
The algorithm can be summarized as follows. In a first phase each columnCx (defined by

points(x,y) with x fixed) is separately scanned. For each point(x,y) onCx, the distanceG(x,y)
of (x,y) to the nearest points ofCx∩B is determined. In a second phase each rowRy (defined by
points(x,y) with y fixed) is separately scanned, and for each point(x,y) on Ry the minimum of
(x− x′)2 + G(x′,y)2 for EDT, |x− x′|+ G(x′,y) for MDT, and|x− x′|max G(x′,y) for CDT is
determined, where(x′,y) ranges over rowRy.

2.2 The first phase

The object of the first phase is to determine the functionG. We first observe that we can splitG
into two functionsGT (top) andGB (bottom), such thatG(i,y) = GT(i,y) min GB(i,y), where

GT(i,y) = MIN( j : 0≤ j ≤ y∧b[i, j] : y− j)
GB(i,y) = MIN( j : y≤ j < n∧b[i, j] : j−y)

We start with the computation ofGT by introducing an arrayg to store its values. It is easy to see
thatGT(i,y) = 0 if b[i,y] holds, and that, otherwise,GT(i,y) = GT(i,y−1)+1 (or ∞ if y = 0).
We can therefore computeg[x,y] := GT(x,y) using onlyg[x,y−1] in a simple column scan from
top to bottom. Similarly, we findGB(i,y) = GB(i,y+1)+1. The second scan runs from bottom
to top, and computesG(x,y) directly, usingGT from the previous scan, andGB from the current
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forall x∈ [0..m−1] do
(∗ scan 1∗)
if b[x,0] then
g[x,0] := 0

else
g[x,0] := ∞;

endif
for y := 1 to n−1 do

if b[x,y] then
g[x,y] := 0

else
g[x,y] := 1+g[x,y−1];

endif
(∗ scan 2∗)
for y := n−2 downto 0 do

if g[x,y+1] < g[x,y] then
g[x,y] := (1+g[x,y+1])

endif
end forall

Figure 2.1. Program fragment for the first phase.

one. After some simplification, this results in the code fragment given in Fig. 2.1. Clearly, the
time complexity is linear in the number of pixels (i.e.O(m×n)). In actual implementations it is
convenient to replace∞ by m+n, since all distances in the images are less thanm+n if the set
B is non-empty.

2.3 The second phase

In the second phase we want to computeEDT, MDT, or CDT row by row, i.e. for allx with
fixed y. Therefore, in this section we regardy as a constant and omit it as a parameter in auxil-
iary functions, and introduceg(i) = G(i,y). Instead of developing an algorithm for each metric
separately, we aim at a more general algorithm for

DT(x,y) = MIN(i : 0≤ i < m : f (x, i)). (2.1)

The choice of the functionf depends on the metric we wish to use, i.e.

f (x, i) =

 (x− i)2 +g(i)2 for EDT,
|x− i|+g(i) for MDT,
|x− i|max g(i) for CDT.

It is helpful to introduce a geometrical interpretation of the minimization problem of Eq. 2.1.
For anyi with 0≤ i < m, denote byFi the functionx 7→ f (x, i) on the real interval[0,m− 1].
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Figure 2.2. DT as the lower envelope (solid line) of curves Fi , 0≤ i < m (dotted lines). The
dashed vertical lines indicate the transitions between regions.

We call i the index of Fi . In the case ofEDT, the graph ofFi is a parabola with vertex at
(i,g(i)). In the case ofMDT the parabolas are replaced by V-shaped approximations, while in
the case ofCDT we deal with ‘topped off’ V-shaped approximations (see Fig. 2.2). We can
interpretDT geometrically as thelower envelopeof the collection{Fi |0 ≤ i < m} evaluated
at integer coordinates, cf. Fig. 2.2. The lower envelopes consist of a number of consecutive
curve segments, whose index we denote bys[0],s[1], . . . ,s[q] counting from left to right. The
projections of the segments on thex-axis are calledregions, and form a partition of the interval
[0,m) by consecutive segments. The computation ofDT now consists of two scans. In a forward
(left-to-right) scan the set of regions is determined using an incremental algorithm. In a backward
(right-to-left) scan the valuesDT(x,y) are trivially computed for allx.

We start by replacing the upper boundm in (2.1) by a variableu and define

FL(x,u) = MIN(i : 0≤ i < u : f (x, i)).

The geometric interpretation is that we restrict the setB to the half plane to the left ofu. Clearly,
DT(x,y) = FL(x,m).

For given upper boundu> 0, we define an indexh to be aminimizeratx if, in the expression
for FL(x,u), the minimal value off (x, i) occurs ath. In general,x may have more than one
minimizer. Theleast minimizer H(x,u) of x w.r.t. u is defined as the least indexh with 0≤ h< u
such thatf (x,h)≤ f (x, i) for all i in the same range, i.e.

H(x,u) = MIN(h : 0≤ h < u∧∀(i : 0≤ i < u : f (x,h)≤ f (x, i)) : h). (2.2)

We clearly haveFL(x,u) = f (x,H(x,u)), henceDT(x,y) = f (x,H(x,m)). Therefore, the prob-
lem reduces to the computation ofH(x,m).

We consider the setsS(u) of the least minimizers that occur during the scan from left to right,
and the setsT(h,u) of points with the same least minimizerh. We thus define

S(u) = {H(x,u) |0≤ x < m} , (2.3)

T(h,u) = {x| 0≤ x < m ∧ H(x,u) = h } if 0 ≤ h < u.
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Figure 2.3. Location of Fu (dashed curve) w.r.t. the lower envelope (solid line).

Clearly,S(u) is a nonempty subset of[0,u), andS(u) = {h|T(h,u) 6= /0}. We define theregions
for u to be the setsT(h,u) that are nonempty. It is easy to see that the regions foru form a
partition of[0,m).

The aim is the case whereu = m. Indeed, forx∈ T(h,m), we haveH(x,m) = h and hence
DT(x,y) = f (x,h). The second phase of the algorithm therefore consists of two scans: scan 3
computes the partition of[0,m) that consists of the regions form and scan 4 uses these regions
to compute DT. For givenu, only the curves with indices from 0 tou−1 are taken into account.
The minimizer ofx corresponds to the index of the curve segment whose projection on the
horizontal axis containsx. Let the current lower envelope consist ofq+1 segments, i.e.S(u) =
{s[0],s[1], . . . ,s[q]}, with s[`] the index of thè -th segment. Consider what happens whenFu is
added. Three situations may occur:

(a) Fu is abovethe current lower envelope on[0,m−1], cf. Fig. 2.3(a). ThenS(u+1) = S(u),
since the setT(u,u+1) is empty.

(b) Fu is belowthe current lower envelope on[0,m−1], cf. Fig. 2.3(b). ThenS(u+1) = {u},
i.e., all old regions have disappeared, and there is one new regionT(u,u+1) = [0,m).

(c) Fu intersectsthe current lower envelope on[0,m−1], cf. Fig. 2.3(c). The current regions
will either shrink or disappear, and there is one new regionT(u,u+1).

We start searching from right to left for the current region which is intersected byFu. This
can be determined by comparing the values ofFu andF̀ at the begin pointt[`] of each current
region` = q,q−1, . . ., until we find the first̀ = `∗ such thatFu(t[`∗]) ≥ Fs[`∗](t[`∗]). ThenFu

is not the least minimizer att[`∗], and there must be an intersection ofFu with F̀ ∗ in region`∗.
Let x∗ be the horizontal coordinate of the intersection. If`∗ = q andx∗ ≥m we have case (a); if
`∗ < 0 we have case (b); otherwise case (c) pertains.

To find x∗, we introduce a functionSep, where Sep(i,u) is the first integer larger or equal
than the horizontal coordinate of the intersection point ofFu andFi with i < u, i.e.

Fi(x)≤ Fu(x) ⇔ x≤ Sep(i,u). (2.4)
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forall y∈ [0..n−1] do
q := 0; s[0] := 0; t[0] := 0;
for u := 1 to m−1 do (∗ scan 3∗)

while q≥ 0∧ f (t[q],s[q]) > f (t[q],u) do
q := q−1;

if q < 0 then
q := 0; s[0] := u

else
w := 1+Sep(s[q],u);
if w < m then
q := q+1; s[q] := u; t[q] := w

end if
end if

end for
for u := m−1 downto 0 do (∗ scan 4∗)

dt[u,y] := f (u,s[q]);
if u = t[q] then q := q−1

end for
end forall

Figure 2.4. Program fragments for the second phase.

We thus havex∗ = Sep(s[l∗],u). Clearly, the functionSepis dependent on which distance trans-
form we want to compute. In the next section we will derive the expressions for the functionSep,
but in the remainder of this section we simply assume thatSepis available.

We introduce an integer program variableu. It is convenient to representS(u) by an increas-
ing sequence of elements. Since the regions form a partition of[0,m) by consecutive segments,
we can represent them by the sequence of their least elements. According to the case analysis
above, the regions are to be adapted at their end. We can therefore implement these sequences in
two integer arrays,s andt, with an integer variableq as index of the end point.

We start with the forward scan, see scan 3 in Fig. 2.4. We haveS(1) = {0}, andT(0,1) =
[0,m), and thus start withq = 0, s[0] = 0, andt[0] = 0. In a loop, variableu is incremented, and
thus the representations ofSandT must be updated by means of the case analysis above.

To investigate the complexity of the forward scan, we consider the expressionq+2(m−u),
which is initially 2m. In every execution of the body of the outer loop (scan 3 in Fig. 2.4), and
also in every execution of the body of its inner loop, the value of the expression decreases. This
implies that the time complexity of the scan is linear inm. Note that, theaveragenumber of
iterations of the inner loop is at most two. The algorithm uses less than 2m comparisons off
values, and functionSepis evaluated less thanm times.

When the forward scan is finished, we have completely determined the partition of[0,m) in
regions. Given these regions, we can trivially computedt-values in a simple backward scan (see
scan 4 in Fig. 2.4).
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Figure 2.5. Cases for finding Sep for MDT.

2.4 Derivation of the function Sep

The derivation in the previous section was independent of the actual metric used. The functions
dependent on the metric aref andSep. In this section we compute expressions forSepfor EDT,
MDT, andCDT. The easiest isEDT. We find fori < u

Fi(x)≤ Fu(x)
⇔{definition ofFi , Fu}

(x− i)2 +g(i)2≤ (x−u)2 +g(u)2

⇔ {calculus;i < u; x is an integer}
x≤ (u2− i2 +g(u)2−g(i)2) div (2(u− i)).

Here, we denote integer division with rounding off towards zero bydiv. Thus, we find forEDT
that

Sep(i,u) = (u2− i2 +g(u)2−g(i)2) div (2(u− i)).

If we use the Manhattan metric, the analysis is slightly more complicated. Since we have to
deal with absolute values in the expressions, awkward case analysis is necessary if we want to
computeSepanalytically. Therefore we prefer a geometric argument. We have to consider three
cases (see Fig. 2.5).

If g(u) ≥ g(i)+ u− i, the graph ofFu lies entirely above the graph ofFi for all x, thus we
chooseSep(i,u) = ∞. If g(i) > g(u)+u− i, the graph ofFi lies entirely above the graph ofFu, so
Fi(x) ≤ Fu(x) for no x at all. Thus, we must choose Sep(i,u) = −∞ to satisfy (2.4). In all other
cases,Fu intersectsFi atx∗ = (g(u)−g(i)+u+ i)/2. So, if we want to computeMDT we use

Sep(i,u) =


∞ if g(u)≥ g(i)+u− i,
−∞ if g(i) > g(u)+u− i,
(g(u)−g(i)+u+ i) div 2 otherwise.

For the case ofCDT we have|x− i|max g(i) ≤ |x− u|max g(u). We consider two main
cases, which each can be split up in three sub-cases. First we consider the caseg(i)≤ g(u). From
Fig. 2.6(a)-(c), we see that the increasing segment ofFi (y = x− i) intersects the decreasing part
of Fu (y = u−x), or the constant part (y = g(u)). Let γ be the vertical coordinate corresponding
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Figure 2.6. Cases for finding Sep for CDT, whereγ = (u− i)/2. Cases (a)-(c): g(i) ≤ g(u).
Cases (d)-(f): g(i) > g(u).

with the middle ofi and u (x = (i + u)/2), i.e. γ = (u− i)/2. From Fig. 2.6(a), we see that
if g(i) ≤ γ∧ g(u) ≤ γ, we haveFi(x) ≤ Fu(x) if x ≤ (i + u)/2. From Fig. 2.6(b)-(c), we see
that the increasing part ofFi intersects the constant segment ofFu at i +g(u), and thus we have
Fi(x)≤ Fu(x) if x≤ i +g(u). Putting the three cases together, we can conclude

g(i)≤ g(u)⇒
(
Fi(x)≤ Fu(x)⇔ x≤ i +u

2
max (i +g(u))

)
.

The other main case isg(i) > g(u). Again, in Fig. 2.6(d), we see that ifg(i)≤ γ, the intersection
at(i+u)/2 is the separator. Ifg(i) > γ (see Fig. 2.6(e)-(f)), the horizontal segment ofFi intersects
the decreasing part ofFu at x = u−g(i). Just like in the previous case, we can put these cases
together. This results in the following expression forSep:

Sep(i,u) =
{

(i +g(u)) max ((i +u) div 2) if g(i)≤ g(u),
(u−g(i)) min ((i +u) div 2) otherwise.
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Table 2.1. Timing results in ms. From left to right: EDT, MDT, and CDT.

size p=1 p=2 p=3 p=4 p=1 p=2 p=3 p=4 p=1 p=2 p=3 p=4
256 12 7 5 4 11 6 4 3 12 6 4 3
512 69 35 25 19 63 34 24 17 67 35 25 18

1024 307 156 104 79 281 147 97 74 298 152 101 77
2048 1542 780 517 3891407 709 476 3571501 753 506 381
4096 6251 3137 2098 15775753 2886 1929 14516073 3053 2041 1530

2.5 Parallelization, timing results and conclusions

Since the computation per row (column) is independent of the computation on any other row
(column), the algorithm is well suited for parallelization on a shared memory machine. In the
first (second) phase, the columns (rows) are distributed over the processors. The two phases
must be separated by abarrier, which assures that all processors have completed the first phase
before any of them starts with the second phase. The theoretical time complexity of the parallel
algorithm forp processors (wherep≤m min n) is O(mn/p).

We ran experiments on an Intel Pentium III based shared memory parallel computer with 4
cpu’s, running at a 550MHz clock frequency. We performed time measurements using several
binary images, and found that the execution time is almost independent of image content, and
scales well w.r.t. the number of processors. This is as expected, since the amount of work per
row and column is almost the same. In table 2.1 the timings for square images are given forp= 1
to p = 4 processors. Note that the computation ofMDT andCDT is only slightly faster than the
exactEDT. We also implemented the sequential algorithm of [81] forCDT, and found that our
algorithm is less than a factor of 2 slower, which can easily be overcome by parallel processing.

The algorithm can be easily extended tod-dimensional distance transforms by separating the
problem intod phases, each solving a one-dimensional problem, as carried out above for the case
d = 2.
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X Y

Erosion of X by YDilation of X by Y

Figure 1.1. The geometrical interpretation of dilation and erosion (in the continuous case).

In order to avoid having to write many parentheses that make expressions hard to read, we
introduce the notation

Y
∨

h = (Y
∨
)h = {h−y|y∈Y}.

Dilation and erosion have a simple geometrical interpretation, which helps to understand
their behavior (see figure 1.1):

δY(X) = {h|X∩Y
∨

h 6= /0}
εY(X) = {h|Yh⊆ X}

In words, the dilation ofX by Y is the set of pointsh such that the translation of the reflected set

Y
∨

over the vectorh ‘hits’ the setX. Similarly, the erosion ofX by Y is the set of pointsh such
that after translatingY over the vectorh it ‘fits’ in X.

Several algebraic properties of dilation and erosion exist. The most important properties are:

• Dilation and erosion areincreasing operators, which means that ifX⊆Y we haveδB(X)⊆
δB(Y), andεB(X)⊆ εB(Y) for any structuring elementB.

• Erosion isdecreasingin its second argument (the structuring element). IfB1 ⊆ B2, then
εB2(X)⊆ εB1(X), for every setX.

• Erosion and dilation form anadjunction, i.e. δB(A) ⊆C⇔ A⊆ εB(C), for any setsA,B
andC.

• Dilation is commutative:δB(A) = δA(B), or equivalentlyA⊕B= B⊕A, for any setsA and
B.
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